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Treviso Turf flooring Care and MainTenanCe

Maintaining your new lawn.
Ok, you’ve installed your turf. Congratulations. For every 1,000 sq. ft., you’ll save almost 60,000 gallons of water a year. Over time, 

the turf will look even more natural. If you Did-It- Yourself and followed recommended guidelines, or worked with our installer for your 

installation, we sincerely hope you are ecstatic with how beautiful your new lawn looks.

To keep your new turf lawn looking great, we have a few simple recommendations:

1. If there is foot & pet traffic on your new lawn, you’ll need to rake it occasionally with a rake that has plastic tines. A word of 

caution: Never rake turf with a metal rake as this tool will damage the turf pull the blades of out the backing.

2. If the area you’ve installed turf is more than 1000 sq. ft., we recommend you rent or ask your installer to return every 4 months 

or so to ‘power-broom’ your turf; some customers decide it just makes sense to purchase a power broom so they can take care of 

this efficiently any time.

3. If leaves and other debris fall onto your turf, use a leaf blower to “sweep away” debris. In all cases always blow parallel to your 

grass – do not point the leaf blower directly at the turf so that you do not disturb the infill.

If you’re planning for “man’s best friend” to frequent your turf, you’ll need to take an active role to keep the turf clean and smelling 

fresh. If you used our special pet infill the urine odor will be absorbed.

The turf itself will not retain odors; however odor may collect on silica sand infill. Always

remove solids and residue. Take a garden hose and gently & liberally spray the area where your dog “has been.” A final rinsing of the 

area with 1 part white vinegar to 3 parts H2O mixed in a quart bottle that attaches to your garden hose will help neutralize ammonia. 

Your synthetic  turf has scientifically spaced drainage holes so any significant moisture that collects on top of the turf always drains 

slowly through these holes. If you are unable to remove all of the solids you can spot clean the area. A solution of Simple Green used 

with a soft bristle brush or a disinfectant wipe also works great for cleaning a small patch of turf.


